Assisted baths

Gentona
A versatile, variable-height bathing system designed for intensive
use in care homes and hospitals.

Options
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Key features
•• Fully-adjustable, hi-lo bath ensures a safe, comfortable
working height for carers

Designed specifically for high-traffic, wet environments, the Gentona is fully height adjustable and comes
with powered transfer seat to deliver exceptional levels of care. With its energy-efficient keyhole shape
and a variety of water-saving features, this versatile bathing system is designed to deliver high levels of
performance yet it is still extremely economical to run.

•• Powered seat traverse effortlessly transfers the bather in
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See pages 6–7.

and out of the bath, reducing the need for manual handling

•• Innovative keyhole design reduces water usage and helps
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Dimensions

Being height adjustable, the Gentona ensures a safe, comfortable working height for care staff, and its
easy-to-clean surfaces help to reduce the risk of cross-infection. The powered transfer seat lowers to
a convenient height for wheelchair or hoist access and gently moves the bather in and out of the bath.

cut energy costs

•• Depth-level indicators allow carers to pre-fill the bath to

CAD drawings available from www.gainsboroughbaths.com

a required depth, saving water and eliminating unnecessary
additional top-ups
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•• Detachable transfer chair system to assist carers when
transporting bathers between rooms (optional)
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TMV3 water temperature
controls reduces risk
of scalding
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Two position footboard*
customises the bathing
experience to the needs
of each bather
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Lightweight, ergonomic
hand operated shower unit

•• The 1700mm full length bath boasts extra-long internal
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•• Double skinned bath panels for added durability and strength
•• The ultra-compact 1500mm bath is perfect for space
restricted environments

•• TMV3 controls maintain a safe, comfortable, pre-set water
temperature, reducing any risk of scalding
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bathing length and wide seating area, ensuring optimum
comfort for bathers

Right hand shown – plan view

End view

•• Stylish, chrome shower system with easy-to-use hand control
•• Lightweight, ergonomic handset with battery backup safety
system in case of mains power failure

•• 160kg (25 stone) safe lifting weight accommodates the
majority of bathers
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•• Left- or right-hand configurations adapt to any bathroom layout
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Side view – bath in fully lowered position

Care level
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Bath showing fully elevated position
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Lightweight, ergonomic
handset with battery
back-up system

Bath can be raised or
lowered to the optimum
working height for carers

Sensory control panel*
Combining hydrotherapy
and chromatherapy to
enhance bather experience

Folding nursing armrests
for enhanced client safety
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The Gentona allows full carer assistance with hi-lo facility and powered seat.
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*Optional extra
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